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Sammanfattning

Arbetet utfört i denna rapport på order av H&D Wireless utfördes genom att använda en redan 
utvecklat realtids positionerings tjänst vid namn Griffin Enterprise Positioning Service och integrera
detta system med ultraljudssensorer för närvaro upptäckning för att på så sätt göra det möjligt för 
tillgångar att parkera i en visualiserad miljö möliggjord av att märkta tillgångar, också kallade 
taggar, med radioteknologisk hårdvara. Test miljön var utformad med radioteknologisk hårdvara för
att kunna sända och ta emot radio signaler för positionerings estimering av märkta objekt där dessa 
taggar utsänder radio signaler som upptas av kännande radioteknologiska chip som kallas för 
sensepoints vilka också tjänar som kommunikationslänkar för vidarearbetning av data.

Uppsatsen fokuserar på att utvärder hur radioteknologierna Bluetooth Low Energy och Ultra 
Wideband tillsammans med förbestämda positionerings tekniker presterar i termer av noggranhet 
och precision i positionerings tester för att kunna bedöma varderas positionerings karakteristiska 
prestanda och teknologiernas fördelar och nackdelar. 

Detta påbörjades genom att utvärdera tre olika teknologiska positioneringstekniker baserade på en 
med Bluetooth Low Energy och två med Ultra Wideband teknologi som utsattes av generiska tester,
som inkluderar ett statisk, dynamiskt och gående positionerings test genomfört för vardera 
teknologi. Dessa initiala tester användes som grund för att utvärdera vilka två av positionerings 
teknikerna baserade på Ultra Wideband teknologi som skulle utgöra kandidat i parkerings testerna 
vid sidan om Bluetooth Low Energy vilket var det primära målet att genomföra i uppsatsen.

En följd av att parkera taggar mellan de två teknologierna var att Bluetooth Low Energy krävde 
högre restriktioner vid implementering för parkering eftersom den uppvisade relativ otillräcklig 
noggranhet och precision i dess parkerings positionering vilket också begränsade dess förmåga att 
kunna parkera med alternativ parkings metoder förslagna i rapporten medan dess låga 
effektförbrukning som en fördelaktig aspekt vid övervägande av tekniken. Att parkera en tagg med 
Ultra Wideband teknologi demonstrerade framgångsrika resultat då den såg stora 
avståndsmarginaler för att tillåtas parkera i alla testfall såväl som uppvisande av tillräcklig hög 
positionerings prestanda för att kunna övervägas med alternativa parkerings metoder utan risk för 
misslyckade försök till att bli parkerad.

Nyckelord:

Radioteknologi, realtidslokaliseringstjänst, inomhuspositioneringssystem, Bluetooth Low Energy, 
Ultra Wideband, noggrannhet, precision, sensepoint





Abstract

The work done in this report as requested by H&D Wireless is performed by using an already 
developed real time positioning system called Griffin Enterprise Positioning Service and integrating
it with ultrasound sensors for presence detection in order to enable assets to park in a visualized 
environment being actualized by tagging the asset with radio technology hardware. The testing 
environment was deployed with radio technology hardware equipped for transmitting and receiving 
radio signals for position estimation of tagged objects where hardware tags emits radio signals 
being received by sensing radio technology chips called sensepoints which also serves as 
communication links for further data processing.

The thesis focus is on evaluating how different radio technologies combined with different 
positioning techniques perform in terms of accuracy and precision in positioning tests to assess each
ones positioning performance characteristic and the technologies upsides and downsides.

This was firstly evaluated by comparing three different technology positioning techniques based on 
one for Bluetooth Low Energy and two using Ultra Wideband technology being subject to generic 
tests including a static, dynamic and a walking positioning test for each technology.
These initial tests were utilized as a foreground to evaluate which of the two positioning techniques 
based on Ultra Wideband technology that would compete in the parking tests alongside Bluetooth 
Low Energy that would serve as the primary objective to accomplish in the thesis.

A final implication on parking tags between the two technologies is that Bluetooth Low Energy had 
to be implemented with higher requirement restrictions for parking due to insufficient relative 
accuracy and precision in parking positioning which also limited its ability to be parked in 
alternative manners explored but with power efficiency as a highly valuable aspect for 
consideration of this technology. Parking tag using Ultra Wideband technology proved highly 
successful as it saw large distance margins to be allowed parking in all test cases as well as 
exhibiting sufficient positioning performance to be considered for alternative parking methods 
without risk of exposure for failed attempts of parking.

Keywords:

Radio Technology, real-time-localization-service, indoor positioning system, Bluetooth Low 
Energy, Ultra Wideband, accuracy, precision, sensepoint
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1

Introduction 

In today's society that sees an increasing pressure for companies to embrace and integrate the 
latest technology within their products and industrial applications and capabilities, keeping in 
pace with the technological trend initiated by the ongoing revolution in industry is of vital 
importance as communication, monitoring and information gathering only advances in 
importance and gains and accelerating amount of ground in the industry. 

Real time location services comprise of different technologies to locate the objects in real-
time indoor and outdoor. Currently used technologies for medium to long range indoor 
positioning are e.g. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Ultra Wideband (UWB) and Wi-Fi while 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is popular for short range industrial applications e.g. 
for detecting fabric in a cloth store. 
A common technology for outdoor positioning is that of GPS which was developed by the 
military as a strategic navigation system consists of 24 active satellites orbiting the earth 
being positioned so that at any time there is 4 satellites visible at any point on earth. As GPS 
was openly released for public use, its technology saw a mass market for different 
applications and became the most popularized standard for outdoor positioning due to its 
reliability and high accuracy for any outdoor environment [1]. 

To further enhance ones industrial capacity and management efficiency in the production 
chain of events, being able to keep track of vital assets to monitor their position and be 
provided with important data statistics originating from sensors and the like has proven to 
attract increasing attention in the industrial world to further broaden the profit margins using 
indoor positioning systems and real time localization services. 

The ability for industry to visualize and follow assets in real time has received an increasing 
amount of attention and usage in different applications in recent years and is continuing to 
grow as part of the new industrial revolution abbreviated as Industry 4.0. This refers to 
integrating industry with technology for digital communication and visualization as part to 
further increasing efficiency and control actualized by Internet of Things.

As this technological field has grown and is expected to keep growing, so has its potential 
areas of implementation where one such case being able to evaluate if a production vehicle is 
active or inactive have proven to be a crucial aspect in order to be able to optimize the 
industrial capacity and improve resource usage. A common approach to this would be to 
evaluate if the asset is parked and currently not being actively used or if it is unavailable as it 
is currently actively moving towards its destination or idling while awaiting its next task.      
A solution to this is to merge familiar technologies, such as radio technology for positioning 
and ultrasound technology for presence detection to create a system that enables assets to be 
parked in a visualized digital environment in a reliable way to further enhance the concept of 
Industry 4.0. 
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1.1  Related work

Below is two related thesis regarding indoor positioning that serve as single radio technology 
focused work where one uses UWB while the other explores BLE as the main technology.

1.1.1  Indoor positioning system with UWB

In a previous thesis done by Sebastian Dädeby and Joakim Hesselgren regarding indoor 
positioning using ultra wideband technology, performance aspects of the technology such as 
positioning and power features with different parameter settings was dealt with using the 
Time-of-Flight method. Performance data was gathered for range and dynamic tests where the
error measurement in the dynamic cases was based on measuring the closest point on the 
railway from the calculated position that on average saw an error of less than 30 centimeters. 
It was concluded that the scalability using multiple UWB tags exhibited performance 
degradation as tags got fewer positions due to reduced updating frequency of multiple tags 
while acknowledging the crucial downside of cost with large implementation of UWB 
technology as there is only one competent manufacturer of these chips today [2].  

1.1.2  Trilateration and fingerprinting comparison using BLE

Another work done by Niklas Nygård was a comparative study between trilateration and 
fingerprinting using BLE. RSSI was thereof the principal positioning estimation parameter 
using trilateration and calculating the setup phase for the fingerprinting database while using 
Apples iBeacon technology.
It was elaborated that the fingerprinting method proved to be more accurate than that of 
trilateration but it was noted that the setup phase proved to be a big disadvantage as a new 
radio map with reference points had to be applied for each new site setup. However, it was 
pointed out that the low transmission power based on a default setting of -12 dBm for the 
BLE signal most likely was a cause of reduced positioning accuracy for both methods as the 
RSSI values became unreliable at distances over only a few meters [3].

Even though this thesis will have a similar performance orientated focus, it will serve as a 
wider comparison of three different positioning methods for two radio technologies while 
having the parking aspect of a tag as its main priority.

1.2  Background

Previous work by H&D Wireless regarding positional tracking of indoor objects have 
garnered data that is sufficient for some scenarios while insufficient for other cases.                 
For past technologies that H&D Wireless has employed, the general position tracking has 
been sufficient to follow assets moving through a product assembly chain in order to measure 
different kinds of performance metrics, such as the amount of time needed to process an asset 
from one stage of the product chain to the next. 
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For a specific zone with positioning tracking coverage (where the room/zone detection is 
larger than 99 %), GEPS has had a location accuracy of 2 to 3 meters on average using BLE 
and in the centimeter range using UWB.

The positioning accuracy and precision varies depending on various factors including the 
technology used, power consumption restrictions, the size and robustness of the environment 
of implementation, the cost of deployment which can depend on the density of technology 
used, among others. 

In some industrial applications, it is crucial to know if a vehicle has been parked to easily 
evaluate which are active and which are free to use in order to manage assets with increased 
efficiency. To approach this scenario, H&D Wireless has introduced a presence sensor using 
ultrasonic technology to detect the presence of an object. The presence sensor aids H&D 
Wireless’s GEPS (Griffin Enterprise Positioning Service) to detect the presence of objects 
that are positioned near the parking zone of respective presence sensor estimated by the 
systems radio technology. The intended use cases may include parking buses, industrial 
vehicles on the production floor and similar in designated areas.

1.3  Goals

The target of the project is to design automated test benches in order to evaluate the 
positioning performance in general tests such as static, dynamic and walking scenarios. The 
results from these tests will lie as the foundation to determine which of the two UWB 
technologies to be analyzed in the parking tests alongside with BLE.

Along with testing positioning performance in the general and parking case scenarios, the 
presence sensor will go through two test suites to determine its performance characteristics 
regarding detection range and angle of detection from left and right angle of incidence.

The main purpose of the thesis is to determine how well different technologies are able to 
park a tag with the method of choice as well as establish performance metrics related to 
parking, for instance if the tag was outside or inside the defined parking zone when being 
parked and how far off the tag was to correct parking space in case it was outside, among 
other aspects. 
This will serve as a guideline for how well each technology perform in able to optimize the 
parking aspect based on threshold limits for a tag to be within in order to allow it to park as 
well as performance evaluation when parking the tag for different locations in the parking 
space.  The performance analysis will serve as a foundation to determine if a technology is 
sufficiently accurate to be used with alternative methods when parking a tag.

1.4  Delimitations

In order to ensure that the time constraints of the projects were met, a couple of restrictions 
were decided to limit the scope of the work. Already developed positioning algorithms for the 
different positioning technologies will be used and no further research or implementation will 
be done in this respect except for that written in the theory section.                 
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Radio technology hardware developed by H&D Wireless among other companies would be 
implemented in the testing environment and no design aspect in this regard would be further 
dealt with.                             
Further, designing and customizing a lab robot to emulate a real life moving industrial robot 
was discarded as it was not seen as a feasible task within the time constraints set.  
                                                                               
The testing regarding all performance aspects of the project will be done in a dedicated testing
room, abbreviated as the demoroom in the report.  Despite comparing three different 
technologies in the general positioning tests, only two would be regarded in the parking 
section of the thesis to limit the amount of data and content.

1.5  Authors contribution to thesis work

The author of the thesis has contributed of making each test bench for all tests individually in 
the report of those included in the general positioning tests as well as for the parking tests. 
The author has conducted all tests individually with no further help except for being provided 
material and fundamental software, including radio hardware circuit modules and other 
relevant material as well as access to GEPS with its ability to store relative local coordinates, 
time stamps and other database features necessary for completing the task. 

1.6  Concepts and definitions

A Real-Time Localization Service (RTLS) is used to track and identify objects of interest in 
real-time, usually within an indoor area which in case it is abbreviated as a Indoor 
Positioning System (IPS). This system is defined by relative coordinates only defined within 
the created zone in order to determine coordinates of target objects.

Griffin Enterprise Positioning Service (GEPS) is the positioning service platform used that 
is able to visualize positioning of tags in real time as well as storing important data for 
analysis such as coordinates, sensor values, timestamps among others.

A Sensepoint in the GEPS is a radio chip that receive signals from tagged objects (also 
known as beacons) and is able to transmit signals to other sensepoints. They have a static 
location unlike the tag which it is tasked to determine the tags position in collaboration with 
other sensepoints. 
Three to four sensepoints are needed in order to determine target coordinates of a tag object 
depending on positioning technique using GEPS. Sensepoints send information to the server 
which is processed for calculations in order to estimate the position of the tag.

A Tag is a radio technology chip used to track an object by tagging it in order for sensepoints 
to determine its position. Tags transmit signals into the air for sensepoints to receive and are 
also equipped with sensors such as accelerometers and for measuring temperature to be 
processed by the system. 

The Visualizer is GEPS way of communicating information that the tags receive from 
sensepoints into visual material that can be viewed on a screen. It can also be used to monitor 
real-time data on maps or widgets as well as view statistics or specific data of interest.
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Accuracy can be seen as how close average values is with regard to the true value. 
Measurements can therefore differ in respective to one another and still produce a relative 
high accuracy and vice verse. 
Precision meanwhile can be regarded as how close values are to each other or to the extent of 
being able to reproduce same measurements despite their actual closeness to the real value. It 
can therefore be interpreted based on the variation among samples as achieving a smaller 
combined variation means higher precision than a high variation [4].

Multipath propagation refers to a transmitted signal traveling via different paths where the 
paths depend on the antenna focusing the signal in one direction or radiating it in all 
directions and how the signals from each part are reflected [5]. The variety of signals being 
received by the antenna originating from different paths causes the receiving signal to suffer 
from Multipath fading that can cause the signal strength to rise or fall relative to a pure one-
way path signal. This effect amplifies as alternative paths caused by physical object for 
example are introduced in the signal environment which causes additional reflections and 
signal quality deterioration due to additional multipath propagation [6].  

Line-of-Sight (LoS) refers to signals from a transmitting antenna and receiving antenna 
having free space between each other. Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) on the other hand refers to 
direct path obstruction between the transmitter and receiver which deteriorates the signal [7].

1.6.1  Ultrasound sensor database parameters

When testing the ultrasound sensor, there are three sensor parameters and two database factors
that is to be accounted for in order to evaluate its contribution in parking a tag when assisting 
the radio technology provided by GEPS.

1. Connectivity
The connection status for the ultrasound sensor is of importance in order for it to be able to 
upload data to the server. Storing data on the server at times that the ultrasound sensor hasn’t 
had a connection (connection 0)  will result in error since there is no data to get until it has 
reestablished a server connection again (connection 1).

2. Distance
The distance value (measured in millimeters) is the parameter to evaluate whether a presence 
or not is registered by the ultrasound sensor based on a detection interval between a minimum
and maximum value.

3. Presence 
The presence value is used in order to evaluate if an object is present (presence 1), i.e. if the 
zone is occupied or if the zone is free (presence 0) and the zone is thus unoccupied. The 
presence can be established within an appropriate defined distance interval of detection.

4. Minimum and maximum presence distance
The interval in which a presence can be established is defined by the minimum and maximum
value that an object should be present within from the ultrasound sensor in order for a true 
presence value to be triggered.
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5. Dwell time
The dwell time is the time required for a true presence to be considered in the zone, i.e. the 
minimum amount of time that an object must be settled within the zone in order to get a 
presence status. 
This is due to avoid temporary zone presence that is undesirable, e.g. a bus that has chosen the
wrong parking space and exiting the zone to find its correct parking zone or a person 
temporarily standing in the parking zone. 
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2

Theory

There exists a number of different technologies that are coupled with suitable localization 
techniques in order to create RTLS (real-time localization systems) of which the most 
commonly known elaborated on in this section.

2.1  Radio technologies for indoor positioning

The most widely used radio technologies for medium to large scale localization is that of 
BLE, UWB and Wi-Fi when integrated with suitable positioning techniques.

2.1.1  Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Bluetooth is a popular technology for indoor positioning due to its relatively low-cost, low-
power that ranges from 1 mW (0 dBm) to a 100 mW (+ 20 dBm) and standardized protocol 
that uses signals in the radio-spectrum for transmitting and receiving at a 2.4 GHz wireless-
link. 
Starting with version 4.0 of Bluetooth, a more energy efficient design was introduced named 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) that would mean a considerable improvement in active running 
time for devices running BLE-communication at cost of reduced data throughput and range. 
As the standard for low-energy communication has progressed, the reduced performance is in 
many cases no longer a limitation with BLE in industrial applications and has become popular
for efficient wireless-communication.

Performance characteristics comparison between Bluetooth Classic and BLE can be viewed 
below where typical throughput, range and power consumption being the most commonly 
noticed difference between the two according to Table 2.1 [8, 9, 10, 11].
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Table 2.1: Technical comparison between traditional Bluetooth and Bluetooth Low Energy.

Parameter Bluetooth Classic Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0

Frequency (GHz) 2.4 2.4

Application Throughput Up to 2.1 Mbit/s Up to 270 kbit/s

Time to Send Data ~  100 ms ~  3 ms

Range Class 1: 100 m
Class 2: 10 m

Up to 50 m

Channels 79 Channels with 1 MHz
Spacing

40 Channels with 2 MHz
Spacing

Channel Usage FHSS FHSS

Modulation GFSK, ∏/4 DQPSK,  8DPSK GFSK

Max Transmit (Tx) Power Class 1: 100 mW (20 dBm)
Class 2: 25 mW (4 dBm)
Class 3: 1 mW (0 dbm) 

Class 1: 100 mW (20 dBm)
Class 2: 25 mW (4 dBm)
Class 3: 1 mW (0 dbm) 

Relative Power consumption 1 (Reference value) ~ 0.01 to 0.5 of Reference

Optimized Case Scenario Continuous Data Stream Short Burst Data
Transmission

Example Battery Life Days Months to Years

Even though most localization techniques can be used with BLE such as ToA, AoA and 
triangulation/trilateration, the most common one is based on RSSI but should only be used in 
confined open-indoor areas due to its restricted range and reduced performance in obstructed 
spaces because of its inability to handle multipath fading.

2.1.2  Wi-Fi

Real-time positioning systems with WLANs is widespread and well researched due to its 
availability and standardization with smartphones and most wireless-devices utilizing is as 
access points. This reduces the cost of additional infrastructure hardware as each WLAN can 
be used as reference points.
Wi-Fi also exhibits high performance characteristics with high data throughput as can be seen 
in Table 2.2 according to [12] as well as good range characteristics for up to 70 meters for the 
highest performance version.
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Table 2.2: Technical specifications for different Wi-Fi versions.

Parameter 802.11a 802.11b 802.11g 802.11n

Operating
Frequency

5.3 GHz and 
5.8 GHz

2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz or 
5 GHz

Average Signal
Range

≈ 30 to 35 m ≈ 30 to 35 m ≈ 30 to 35 m ≈ 60 to 70 m

Available
Bandwidth per

Channel

≈ 20 to 22 MHz ≈ 20 to 22 MHz ≈ 20 to 22 MHz  20 to 40 MHz

Data Transfer
Rate (Max)

54 Mbps 11 Mbps 54 Mbps 248 Mbps 
(2 streams)

Typical
Throughput for
Max Data Rate

18 to 22 Mbps 5 Mbps 18 to 22 Mbps 74 Mbps

Modulation
Technique

OFDM CCK or DSSS OFDM OFDM using
MIMO and CB

Due to not requiring line-of-sight for detection, the most cost-effective way for position 
localization with WLANs is based on RSSI for techniques such as fingerprinting that does not
require specialized hardware for synchronization for the receiver as well as for 
tri-/multilateration.

2.1.3  Ultra-Wide Band (UWB)

Ultra-Wideband uses radio signals with high-bandwidth (500 MHz ) accompanied with low 
duty cycle for short pulses with time period less than 1 nanoseconds within frequency span of
3.1 −10.6 MHz [13]. Even though it is a short-ranged technology, it has advantages of being 
low-energy consuming as well as inhibiting multipath resistance due to its resulting high 
resolution so that multipath components can become resolvable, thus making it appealing in 
obstructed indoor environments where line-of-sight visibility is limited. 
Even though a high localization accuracy is possible with UWB, its main drawback for 
deploying on larger scale is its relatively high hardware cost [14].
The most common localization technique with UWB is ToA/ToF due to its multipath 
insensitivity as it has immunity of signal interference from other sources due to its large signal
bandwidth. 

2.2  Power consumption comparison between BLE and 
UWB

The transmit power is limited by regulatory provisions by the power a radio is allowed to 
transmit within a frequency band. A common power limit for UWB is -41.3 dBm/MHz which 
equates to -14.3 dBm transmit power with a bandwidth of 500 MHz [15].
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This can be compared for that of BLE and Wi-Fi with a transmit power range between -20 
dBm to 10 dBm and 10 dBm to 20 dBm respectively. For indoor positioning tracking 
however, the transmit range from 0 dBm to 10 dBm is usually considered for BLE signals due
to significant reduction in positioning quality with transmit power below this. 
Despite UWB inhibiting a noteworthy reduced power consumption when sending data 
compared to BLE, UWB draws a significantly higher amount of current both when 
transmitting and receiving data as well while in idling state due to its high sampling rate and 
bandwidth requirements. Table 2.3 summarizes power consumption in different power states 
for BLE with a transmit power of 0 dBm seen in [16] as compared with a 6.8 Mb/s data rate 
profile for UWB with transmit power of -14.3 dBm as elaborated on in [17].

Table 2.3: Comparison of power consumption between BLE and UWB  for specific 
parameters. 

Power consumption BLE (0 dBm) UWB (-14.3 dBm)

Transmit power (Tx) 17.5 mA 65 mA

Receive power (Rx) 17.5 mA 125 mA

Idle mode 7.4 mA 12 mA

Sleep mode 1 µA 100 nA

2.3  Positioning techniques

The most commonly and widely used positioning techniques for indoor localization will be 
reviewed as well as a table summarizing each techniques strengths and weaknesses. 

2.3.1  Trilateration and Weighted Trilateration

Trilateration is a positional technique that involves three or four sensepoints receiving signals 
from the tag, the mobile station, based on distance measurements between the free moving 
mobile tags and sensepoints in order to estimate a 2-D position [18]. A 3-D position can also 
be established by using four sensepoints in which case the technique is called multilateration. 

In case more than three sensepoints are used, only the three receivers whose calculated 
distance to the tag is the smallest are being utilized for the positional estimation and the 
accuracy of the system is therefore increased with additional sensepoints. 

This technique involves calculating distances to the mobile nodes where the sensepoints 
create a circle around themselves which are estimating that the mobile tag should be at some 
point on the circumferences for each of the circles. 
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The principles of the technique is illustrated in Figure 2.1 where the position of the mobile tag
at position P is in this case exactly estimated based on the common intersection point of the 
circles from the sensepoints. 
When the target position has been estimated, the following equations with common unknown 
desired x- and y-coordinate of the tag are calculated based of equation (2.1)

r1
2  = ( x− x1 )

2  + ( y− y1 )
2 

r2
2  = ( x− x2)

2  + ( y− y2)
2                                                                                                       (2.1)

r3
2  = ( x− x3 )

2  + ( y− y3 )
2

From (2.1), the coordinates are given as (2.2)

x  = 
|(r1

2− r1
2 )   − (x1

2− x2
2 )    − ( y1

2− y2
2) 2 ( y2− y1 )

(r1
2− r3

2
)   − (x1

2− x3
2
)    −(r1

2− r1
2
) 2 ( y3− y1 )|

|2 ( x2− x1 ) 2 ( y2 − y1 )
2 ( x3− x1 ) 2 ( y3 − y1 )|

              

                                                                                (2.2)                                                      

y  = 
|2 ( y3− y1)   − (r1

2− r2
2 )     − (x1

2− x2
2 )  − ( y1

2− y2
2)

2 ( y3 − y1 )    (r1
2 −r3

2
)      − (x1

2− x3
2
) ( y1− y3 ) |

|2 ( x2 − x1 ) 2 ( y2− y1 )
2 ( x3 − x1 ) 2 ( y3 − y1 )|

In case a single common intersection point cannot be narrowed down, but instead the mobile 
node resides within an area of possible locations within a cross section as can be seen in 
Figure 2.1, a different mathematical approach called weighted trilateration is used to narrow 
down the desired position.
Pair-wise weights are calculated from the three different measurements, r1 , r2  and r3 from 
respective receiver to pinpoint the location of the sender, as given by equation (2.3).

{
ωab=

ra

rb

if r a<rb

ωb a=
rb

ra

if rb<ra

with a , b = 1,2,3                                                                                        (2.3)

As in the case of trilateration where an area of intersection is created, we move from an initial 
starting point of the estimation which is the middle point (MP) of the location area, as seen in 
Figure 2.2, to the estimated circumference point of the receiver being closest to the sender that
has shortest distance d between receivers and sender which is proportional to the weights in 
equation (2.3).
The middle point is calculated by taking the average x- and y-coordinate from the three 
reference node positions, according to equation (2.4).
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{
P x=

P 1x+P 2x+P 3x

3

Py=
P1 y+P 2y+P 3y

3

                                                                                                            (2.4)

Considering the fact that the intersection of circles C2 and C 3 form the closest point between 
receiver and transmitter, we calculate the estimated position of the sender by taking into 
account the distance between the middle point and the closest point (P2), and get an 
approximate x- and y-coordinate of the transmitters position according to 

{Px=P x+ (1− ω3 2 ) ∙ d ∙ cos (θ ) Py

P y=P y+(1 −ω3 2) ∙ d ∙ sin (θ ) Px

                                                                                              (2.5)

where θ forms the angle between the closest point to the object and the x-axis and ω being the
weight compensation that is a relation between the radius of the closest reference points to 
position P2. From Figure 2.2, we know that the closest node is given by circle C2 and the 
further node away from the sender is considered to be the one with the smallest radius and 
hence the more trustworthy sensepoint node, given by C 3, which gives the weight 
compensation according to equation (2.5). 

It is noted that we get a weight equal to 1 when the sender is at equal distance to the receivers 
which gives the estimated object position equal to the middle position of the target area but in 
other cases the position localization can never be exactly calculated unless the angle θ is 
exactly the same forming the middle point and the sender (P) and that between the middle 
point and the target reference node (P2) [19]. 
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Figure 2.1: Trilateration where circles intersect at one point in order to determine 
position of tag.

Figure 2.2: Trilateration where circles intersect an area to determine position of tag.
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2.3.2  Triangulation

Triangulation estimation is a trigonometric technique that is used to determine an absolute 
position as regarded to three reference nodes that form two angles and the corresponding 
distance between them. For real-time positioning systems, the positioning with this method is 
computed by computer algorithms based on speed of sampled radio signals which are 
received by each receiving node whom form the nodes of reference, or by the received signal 
strength (RSS) which evaluates to different signal strengths for different distances between 
receiver and transmitter. 

The position of the free moving object that is supposed to be tracked which is given as T 1 in 
Figure 2.3 is given by finding its x-coordinate with R1 and R3 along with its y-coordinate that 
can be determined with the combination of R1 and R2, according to equation (2.6) [20].

x=dry

sin (α y 1 ) sin ( α y2 )

sin (α y 1+α y2 )
                                                                                                                                               (2.6)

y=drx

sin ( α x1 ) sin (α x 2 )

sin ( α x1+α x 2 )

Figure 2.3:  Triangulation technique for determining position with angles.
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2.3.3 Received Signal Strength (RSS)/Received Signal Strength 
Indicator (RSSI)

In order to estimate the distance between a receiver and transmitter node, we can use the RSS 
which is the signal power strength that the receiver receives from a transmitting point, in 
normal cases measured in milliWatts (mW) or more conveniently in decibel milliwatts (dBm).
Based on signal attenuation from transmitter to receiver, the distance can be estimated based 
on the comparison of the known transmitting power PT and the received power PR where a 
higher RSS-value indicates a short distance. A proportional relation is given in equation (2.7)

PR∝ PT

GT GR

4 π d p                                                                                                                         (2.7)

where GT  and GR are the antenna gains of the transmitter and receiver and p being the path-
loss exponent [21].

Based on a measured RSS, an RSSI-value can be set that is a relative measurement for a 
normalized positive interval of integers, which is usually defined by the chip-vendor. For Wi-
Fi chips, RSSI values usually range between 0 and 60 or 0 and 100.
Assuming a simple path-loss propagation model, we have

RSSI=−10 n ∙ log10 (d )+ A                                                                                                      (2.8)
  
Which we can solve the distance for according to equation (2.9)

d = 10
A − RSSI

10 n                                                                                                                            (2.9)

Where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, n is the path loss exponent (varying 
between 2 and 4 for free space and indoor environment, respectively, and A is a known RSSI 
value at a predefined distance from the receiver [22].

2.3.4  Time of Flight (ToF)

Time of flight uses two-way communication between tag and sense point where the tag sends 
out a signal and then waits for a corresponding reply multiple times which can then be 
processed to estimate the range between the sense point and tag described in [23]. Four range 
values from different sense points to tag are used to approximate position with trilateration.
Because of the fast information exchange between transmitter and sender, as small as a few 
nanoseconds synchronization error could result in up to a meter of error in distance for radio 
frequency signals.
The distance estimation based on the ToF method therefore requires high performance in 
sampling rate and signal bandwidth. If the sampling rate is not high enough and hence the 
signal bandwidth is insufficient, signals may arrive between the sampling intervals which 
would degrade precision performance considerably. 
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In indoor environments that suffer from multi-path fading, scattering and diffraction, ToF is 
difficult to apply due to the inability of resolving auto-correlation signal peaks occurring 
unless a larger frequency bandwidth for the signal is used [24]. 
Assuming that the signal travels at the speed of light, we get the distance between the 
transmitter node and sender node as
 
Dij=(t 2− t1 ) × v                                                                                                                     (2.10)

Where t 1 is the time when the transmitter starts propagating the signal, t 2 be the time when the
receiver acknowledges it and v is the velocity of the signal (speed of light) [25]. 

2.3.5  Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)

The principle of TDoA is that the time difference of arrival between receiving sensepoints 
from transmitting tag is calculated which has the advantage that the clocks of sensepoints and 
tag do not need to be synchronized but only the clocks among the sensepoints in order to 
estimate a position.
We have that the estimated time of arrival between tag and sensepoints are given for three 
sensepoints according to equation (2.11).

t rx=(t tx+
d1

c
+ϵ sync)−(t tx+

d2

c
+ϵ sync)=

d1− d2

c

t rx=(t tx+
d2

c
+ϵ sync)−(t tx+

d3

c
+ϵ sync)=

d2 −d3

c
                                                                        (2.11)

t rx=(t tx+
d1

c
+ϵ sync)−(t tx+

d3

c
+ϵ sync)=

d1− d3

c

Where ϵ sync is possible synchronization error between recievers (assumed to be zero here).
The position of the tag should be on the hyberboloid given by (2.12) based on a minimum of 
three sensepoints for their hyperbolas to intersect an estimated hyperboloid [26]. 

LD (i , j)=√( X i− x )
2
+(Y i− y )

2
+ (Z i − z )

2
−√( X j − x )

2
+(Y j− y )

2
+(Z j− z )

2                                 (2.12)

Where ( X i / X j , Y i /Y j , Z i /Z j ) and ( x , y , z ) are the coordinates for the tag and sensepoint nodes, 
respectively [27]. 

2.3.6  Angle of Arrival (AoA)

Angle of Arrival (AoA) is a localization technique that involves estimating the angle between 
receiver and transmitters at which transmitter signals impinges the receiver’s antenna arrays in
order to calculate time difference of arrival element at different parts of the receiver’s antenna.
This localization technique is relatively costly as well as prone to error in distance 
measurement due to deterioration in performance with increased distance as well as vast 
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degradation when experiencing error in angle of arrival which can happen due to multipath 
effects and Line-of-Sight problems according to [28].  
An advantage with this technique is that it only requires two transmitters to estimate position 
in a 2-D environment and three transmitters in a 3-D space. 
According to Figure 2.4 we get the following equation system with regards to position of the 
three objects with respective angles, when estimating the position of a mobile unit in a 2-D 
environment [29]. 
Where (2.13) can be solved for the target position T(x,y) according to 

{
x=

y2− y1+x1 tan θ1 − x2 tanθ2

tan θ1− tan θ2

y= y2 −
( x2 − x1 ) tan θ1 − ( y2 − y1 )

tan θ1− tan θ2

                                                                                       (2.13)

2.3.7  Fingerprinting (Scene Analysis)

Fingerprinting localization technique stores RSSI values in a database, conveniently called a 
‘radio map’ during an offline stage. When actively in use, this technique performs signal 
strength analysis as in RSSI but is now able to compare these values with its stored database 

Figure 2.4: Angle of Arrival (AoA) technique for determining the position with distances and angles.
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set of positions which reduces errors and the need for same level of precision as compared to 
regular RSSI technique while current RSSI measurements are undertaking.  
Based on evaluating the distance in the given space dimension from current RSSI values in 
space vector r t with fingerprint location f along with its stored RSSI values c, a simple 
distance calculation between all values actively being measured between time t and n and 
stored value can evaluate to shortest possible distance among all combinations [30].

d (rt|f ( x , y , z , c ) )=√ (r|t − c )
2
                                                                                               (2.14)

Even though this technique has also seen recent improvements when coupled with machine-
learning algorithms, the most common method to use this technique is by implementing it 
using the probabilistic method.
By calculating correlation values for all j different fingerprint locations and comparing them, 
we can estimate the location based on active RSSI observations which one that is most likely 
to have been received at the same position. 
By evaluating the probability of stored RSSI values in vector O at location,  Lk, being less 
than the probability of the RSSI value of the specific location being tracked, L j , we have 
estimated a position according to

P ( L j|O )>P ( L j|O ) for j , k=1,2,3 , …, m k ≠ j ,                                                                      (2.15)

Where m in equation (2.15) is the total of discrete locations in the given space [31]. 

2.3.8  Dead-Reckoning

Dead-Reckoning is the only indoor positioning technique that does not rely upon signal 
transmission between transmitters and receiver and has significant cost advantage compared 
to other techniques because a lack of infrastructure positioning infrastructure and therefore 
will not suffer from phenomenon associated with the other techniques, such as multipath 
fading, scattering, Line-of-Sight etc.
This technique relies upon determining a current position from the previous known discrete 
one based on information of changes in acceleration, speed and relative angle that can be 
estimated with accelerometers and gyroscopes. 
Because of the current estimated position is based on passed estimated positions, the 
estimated position error is accumulated with each new transition state that the mobile unit 
enters which is the main problem with the Dead-Reckoning technique due to never being able 
to synchronize to adjust for the increasing error-rate in positioning over time which makes it 
unreliable for high performance tracking over long periods.   
An estimated current position  can be derived based on previous position  and the relative 
change in angle θ (t i ) and distance S (t i) from previous transitions according to Figure 2.5.
The principle of the Dead-Reckoning technique can be viewed in Figure 2.5 [32].
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2.3.9  Comparison between positioning techniques

The advantages and disadvantages using different localization techniques is summarized in 
Table 2.4 [33, 34].

Figure 2.5:  Dead-reckoning (DR) positioning technique demonstrating the estimation of 
velocity as tag gets new positions.
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Table 2.4: Describing strengths and weaknesses of different positioning techniques.

Positioning method Advantage Disadvantage

Trilateration Relative easy to implement 
due to simple math algorithms
and relative small cost due to 
only relying on signal 
strengths without requiring 
synchronizing hardware 

Moderate accuracy

Triangulation High accuracy and relatively 
easy to implement with 
common known algorithms

Requiring more complex and 
costly hardware compared to 
trilateration due to the need of
calculating the timing 
difference of the tags received
signals

Time-of-Flight (ToF) Very high accuracy and 
multipath resistant using high 
signal bandwidth and 
sampling rate.

Requires synchronization 
between transmitter and 
receiver. Very high power 
consumption if high accuracy 
is prioritized due to requiring 
large signal bandwidth and 
high sampling rate.

Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) Generally highly accurate and
relatively low unit 
requirements of sensepoints to
estimate position.

Requires complex hardware 
and algorithms and suffers 
from relative high 
performance loss with 
increased distance and Line-
of-Sight problems.

Time-Difference-of-Arrival
(TDoA)

Highly accurate when 
utilizing sufficient signal 
bandwidth, even in 
environment that suffers from
multipath fading.

Requires synchronization 
between transmitters and 
therefore needs specialized 
hardware. Relative high 
power consumption due to 
requiring large signal 
bandwidth for high accuracy.

Fingerprinting Good accuracy when 
implemented.

Time demanding setup phase 
and unreliable if testing 
environment alters.

Dead-Reckoning Relative cheap and fast to 
implement.

Unreliable unless the velocity 
estimations are highly 
accurate since the errors are 
cumulative.
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3

Method

This section deals with the methods used in the general positioning tests and the parking test 
as well as proposing alternative approaches to use.

Since different radio technologies and positioning techniques can differ substantially in power
consumption, sacrificing positioning performance for increase in active device might be 
preferable if the tag has to run on batteries.
Usually only one specific technology for a indoor positioning system will be implemented in 
a real life industrial application to simplify physical and software implementation while 
adding cost benefits of large-scale production for a single chip type.

In order to estimate positioning precision for the different technologies, three different tests 
were conducted that would reflect on general positioning precision. These consist of a static 
test, a dynamic test and a single route walking test which would give an overall performance 
picture between the technologies. 

3.1  Static positioning test method

The approach to estimate positioning precision in the static case is intuitive given that the tags
real position is fixed. Since each calculated position is compared to the fixed position, the 
determined precision accuracy is precise and without approximation.
Distance error for each estimated position can easily be calculated relative to the fixed 
position as well as the mean and standard deviation of the distance error values. This gives a 
clear view of how the positioning performs as well as how distance error values differ among 
samples over time in the static scenario.
Determining the percentage of distance errors up to a specified distance error value gives a 
clear indication of how many distance error values are within a certain percentage of the total 
amount. 

3.2  Dynamic positioning test method

Evaluating positioning performance in the continuous moving case for tag is not as straight 
forward as in the static case and can only be done in approximate ways. 
In a real life scenario, it can be imagined that a vehicle is following a predefined path at a 
constant pace with regular moving patterns. This can be simulated with a train track that 
combines straight paths along with curvy sections. 
Measuring the accuracy and precision of the positioning in the dynamic case provides a 
bigger challenge than in the static case simply due to how one is suppose to estimate it. 

The approach used was to determine the minimum distance to the train track from the tag 
position which can be done by calculating the distance between the tag position and all 
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coordinates on the predefined train route and using the minimum value of these, i.e. the 
minimum distance of the distance error values. This way of measuring positioning 
performance in the dynamical case can prove to be error prone if the distance error is too large
or if the positions are offset in one direction relative to the test course.   

An alternative and perhaps more accurate method could consist of using the trains speed as an
indicator of what part of the track to compare the distance error from the calculated position. 
Since the server is able to store timestamp of positions in milliseconds, it is a possibility to 
compare the position timestamp with how far the train would have progressed in that time and
simply calculate the distance error between the approximated real position and the calculated 
position having identical timestamps. This would require to map each coordinate on the train 
track to where the train tag would have progressed in a given time from its starting position 
while also assuming that the speed of the train is constant as the error in estimating the real 
position would be cumulative. Assuming constant speed at straight sections is reasonable but 
expecting the same speed during a curvy section might not be accurate and could quickly add 
to unexpected cumulative error in real positioning estimation depending on the shape of the 
test course.

Even though this method could achieve a high positioning precision in the dynamic case, it 
would require significantly amount of work effort to establish the coordinate mapping unless 
a sophisticated algorithm could be developed to automate it. Also to achieve the highest 
accuracy in performance, latencies for communication with server would have to be 
accounted for as it takes a certain amount of time for sensepoints to send the data to the server
and then for the computer to do the position calculation.

Acknowledging the fact that the train is running at approximately 46 centimeters a second 
with the train track being 10.4 meters in length consisting of coordinates every centimeter on 
average would mean accounting for roughly more than 1 000 coordinates and assigning them 
to all possible transitions made by the train for any given time as it progresses through the 
course repeatedly. This could seem to be a cumbersome task for the potentially small benefit 
in the validity of the performance results, but would however prove to be a precise option of 
performance measurement for a dynamic scenario.

3.3  Walking positioning test method

Conducting a test route that would analysis the performance in a single non-repeating manner 
seemed appropriate since it would mimic a common-day scenario for a moving asset in an 
industrial environment.

As in the case of the dynamic positioning, the distance error was determined as the difference 
between the calculated position and the closest point on the walking route. However, since the
defined walking path trajectory has a wider and more linear constitution than in the dynamic 
test case, this error reduces significantly while of course still posing a concern when 
determining the performance.

Even though the same alternative method could be applied in this test-scenario as was 
elaborated on for the dynamic case of comparing the calculated position with the actual 
coordinate determined by the actual movement progressed in a given time. However in the 
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case of the dynamic positioning route, an electrical train was used running at a constant speed 
and supply voltage. Trying to achieve a constant walking pace through an approximately 18.4 
meters long route with perpendicular edges would exhibit more variation in speed and 
therefore would prove to be more error prone using this method.

3.4  Parking method

In order to evaluate a performance measure for a parking test, a sort of rules that define that 
principle of the parking mechanism must be established as well as evaluating performance 
parameters that characterize the parking procedure which are explained in this section.

3.4.1  Parking principle

To park a vehicle object, the following operations should be accomplished

 If the ultrasound sensor detects a presence within a specified interval between a 
minimum detection distance and a maximum detection distance it will trigger presence
status true for the specific parking space

 Detecting a presence will cause the parking space to achieve the state ’Occupied’
 GEPS will iterate through the database for bus objects that are active and in a state to 

be allowed for parking
 Each bus object that is within a specified threshold limit, based on the distance 

between vehicle tag position and presence sensor for active parking zone, will be 
considered for parking

 The closest available bus tag within a specified threshold limit from the presence 
sensor will be parked by assigning it a fixed position that is at the center of the actual 
parking zone.

 The bus tag that got ’snapped’ to the parking position will keep its fixed position 
unless the presence detected by the ultrasound sensor is lost

 A lost presence will update the parking zone status to ’Free’, allowing the parked bus 
to be set free and retrieve new positions.

The parking process is illustrated in the flow chart given by Figure 3.1.
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A built in delay referred to as the dwell time for the parking space to assume status ‘Occupied’
of 30 seconds is implemented in the system so that a random shortlived event that triggers 
presence status true wouldn’t allow the system to park a tag. This would prevent e.g. a person 
from triggering the presence sensor whom might briefly be standing in the parking space or 
just walking across it. 
However, a dwell time of 2 seconds was used when testing since this would not prove to be a 
concern in a test environment. 

The presence sensor was chosen as the location to calculate the distance margin to allow 
parking instead for example using the middle point of the parking space as reference point due
to the presence sensor having a fixed position while the parking zone could be reconfigured in
length and width to adjust for a different vehicle or something similar.

An alternative method using a technology and positioning technique with sufficiently high 
accuracy could allow the parking to be based on being inside the respective parking zone 
which would remove the risk for a vehicle tag of being parked in an incorrect parking space 
and thus proved to be an important parameter in performance evaluation. 

Figure 3.1: Flowchart showing the process of finding the closest active bus to the parking
sensor within specified threshold limit when presence triggered.
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Another approach could be based on being closest to correct parking sensor for respective 
parking zone which would remove any unwanted nearby active bus in almost all scenarios but
having the disadvantage of relying on high positioning performance depending on how close 
the parking sensor are to each other with increased parking difficulty for smaller distance 
margins between the sensors.

3.4.2  Parking performance evaluation

The parking test tries to simulate a real scenario of parking an object given the constraints of 
the testarea. The route comprises a roughly 7.5 meters straight path before turning 
perpendicular in the direction of the parking zone. 

Each test run was done by holding a tag in one hand and a banner for presence detection in the
other while walking towards the destination of the parking zone. The banner was placed in 
front of the presence sensor at an exact location for a given parking distance with each test 
run. 
An approximate 10 second delay was applied at the starting position of each test run for the 
tag to get optimally positioned before commencing. 
Four different parking routes were chosen for the bus tag to be parked within the parking zone
that would stand as an analytic way to compare and determine a strategic location to place a 
tag in a real bus. Testing different parking distances as represented by possible tag placement 
in a parking bus would be used as underlying material in case a tag could not be placed at the 
front of the vehicle due to signal interference occuring with other equipment for example.

These four different parking routes scenarios are accompanied with four different threshold 
limits for the bus tag to be inside in order to be allowed parking to determine how the parking 
performance differs among these. The precision difference between the threshold limits serves
as a guideline to establish where the parking precision is sufficiently high enough while 
leaning towards a reasonable threshold limit that would minimize the risk of bus objects being
parked in incorrect parking spaces.

Even though the parking space dimensions are not necessarily crucial for parking an object 
with the used method, it serves an illustrative purpose when visualized on a screen just as it 
does for parking spaces in real life. 

The following seven performance metrics of a tag when being parked were evaluated to 
determine the parking precision based on 16 tests combined for each positioning technology:

 Occurance of being parked
 Occurance of being in correct parking zone
 Occurance of being located closest to correct parking zone sensor, i.e. presence sensor
 Average distance to correct parking zone sensor
 Distance margin to allow parking 
 Average distance to real position
 Average distance to correct parking zone

An additional statistical measurement in standard deviation was calculated for different 
parking aspects to sum up the combined results from all parking tests.
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For an object to be parked, the distance between the parking zone sensor and the object 
position when status ‘Occupied’ has triggered should be equal or below the threshold limit 
which is the minimum distance threshold which allows a tag to be parked. Further, being in  
correct parking zone means that the tag is positioned on the edge or at a coordinate inside the 
parking space.

The distance margin to allow parking is the distance between the tag positioned when being 
parked (or the position after dwell time when status ‘Occupied’ triggered) and the presence 
sensor position of the parking zone.

The margin distance is the distance between the fixed position of the presence sensor and the 
position registered for the tag when being parked, or the position calculated after status 
‘Occupied’ has been triggered for the presence sensor in case the vehicle object resided 
outside the parking threshold limit and thus did not get parked.
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4

Implementation

In this chaptre, a brief description of the radio and ultrasonic technology hardware will be 
given as well as an overall description of the test environment and the technology 
implemented in it.

4.1  Implemented technology

The radio technology chips used are that of nRF52840 from Nordic Semiconductor as well as 
DW1000 from DecaWave for BLE and UWB signals respectively. The ultrasound sensor used
in the parking aspect of the test is based on module DYP-ME007Y.

4.1.1 Bluetooth chip nRF52840

The nRF52840 chip supports 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps datarates at short to medium range while 
providing 125 kbps up to 500 kbps for long range communication. 
It has implemented support for measuring the received radio signals power in RSSI that can 
be stored and read directly from a dedicated register in the hardware with a sample period of 
15 µs while being able to process two consecutive packets for transmitting and receiving in 
about 140 µs.
Furthermore it inhibits low consumption characteristics with current consumption of 7.2 mA, 
10.6 mA and 21.4 mA for power transmission of -4 dBm, 0 dBm and 4 dBm respectively [35].

4.1.2  Ultra Wideband chip DW1000

The ultrawide-band chip DW1000 supports data rates of 110 kbps, 850 kbps and 6.8 Mbps 
with typical receiver sensitivity of -102 to -106, - 101 to -102 and -93 to -94 dBm 
respectively. 
It is able to transmit signals at a signal bandwidth of 500 and 900 MHz at a frequency 
between 3244 to 6999 MHz with a typical output power of -39 dBm/MHz.
With a output transmit power of -9.3 dBm at 500 MHz it exhibits a maximum current 
consumption for transmission and reception of 70 and 30 mA respectively at 3.3 V supply as 
well as 90 and 210 mA consumption for transmission and reception when supplied at 1.8 V 
[36].
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4.1.3  Ultrasound chip DYP-ME007Y

The DYP-ME007Y ultrasound module is a chip that send out high frequency sound waves 
traveling at 344 m/s at room temperature (25ºC) and receive the reflection of the ultrasonic 
echo to calculate the distance between object and sensor. The time taking for the sound wave 
to reach and be reflected back from the object is defined by a high level pulse width of the 
PWM signal. 

S =
T·V

2

where: S = distance, T = Time of high level pulse width, V = 344 m/s 
The measurement precision at room temperature is specified to be ± 1+S· 0.3%cm with power
consumption less than 20 mA supplied at 5 V for a frequency of 40 kHz [37].

4.1.4  Microsoft Azure

The cloud storage server was that based on Microsoft Azure which is a cloud computing 
service used for all phases of a project such as testing and deploying. This service has a wide 
variety of features for data management, Internet-of-Things, Machine-Learning as well as 
support for common programming languages including integration with Python [38].

4.1.5  Matplotlib and Python

The graphical interface used to visualize data was Matplotlib. Matplotlib can be used for 
Python scripts which was the principle programming language used.
It is able to generate a wide variety of common data figures including histograms, power 
spectra, bar charts, scatterplots and linear plots which was sufficient for the thesis [39].

4.2  Radio technology with respective positioning 
technique

A total of three positioning technologies were evaluated in the general positioning tests as 
well as two for the parking test section whom which have been elaborated on in the theory 
section, consisting of the following coupling.

BLE using a positioning technique referred to as tristep in the results section is simply an 
alias for utilizing trilateration which refers to requiring one step for each sensepoint and a 
total of three sensepoints, and thereof three steps, to estimate a position. 
As elaborated on previously, while the power consumption is relative low, it has only 
moderate accuracy and precision for estimating positions.
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The technologies using UWB will be that of ToF and TDoA. These positioning techniques 
generally requires high signal bandwidth as well as sampling rate for synchronizing signals 
and are therefore paired with UWB that is capable of supporting these requirements. These 
two positioning techniques with UWB provides a high relative positioning performance while
also suffering from the drawbacks of being relative high in the power consumption aspect.

4.3  Testing environment implementation

The tests were performed in a dedicated testing environment, called the demoroom, that had 
installed all appropriate equipment and hardware to conduct each test including sensepoints, 
presence sensors, banners used for presence detection and a train track.

4.3.1  Sensepoint, presence sensor and detection object

Since a good coverage with sensepoints of the room is important to achieve the highest 
possible positioning accuracy around the room, a total of 8 sense points for each radio 
technology were used according to Figure 4.1. These were symmetrically placed being spaced
30 centimeters apart in each group at a height of 2.5 meters above the floor as seen in Figure 
4.2.

The test environment conditions were uniform in form of free space as there was no 
obstructing objects located within the space with room dimensions of 6.25 m in width and 
13.5 m in length.

There were a total of four presence sensors installed which of each would represent a parking 
zone to park a tag and due to area restrictions these were placed apart at irregular distances 
between one another. This created a mismatch of not being able to place two sensors in the 
middle of their respective parking zone as can be seen in the parking tests. However this did 
not restrict the parking tests or results in any significant way.

The object used for detecting presence was a banner which seemed like a suitable object 
trying to imitate the presence of a bus parking with dimensions of 1 meter in width and 2.5 
meters in length. The presence sensors and banners can be witnessed in Figure 4.3.

Due to space limitation for given parking space dimensions, two of the presence sensors had 
to be placed with an offset of 25 centimeters relative to their respective parking zone middle 
point. However, this was not considered as something that would impact the parking results in
any significant way with exception of the distance calculation between presence sensor and 
vehicle object which would see a maximum added error of 25 centimeters in the worst cases. 
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Figure 4.1:  Showing the location of sensepoints for BLE and UWB as well as the presence 
sensors dedicated for the parking zones.

Figure 4.2:   Location of sensepoint in the real testing environment.
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4.3.2  Train and track

The track was comprised of 10.4 meters in total length as seen in Figure 4.4 with two straight 
sections of about 2.5 meters and 2 meters as well as two steep curves each resembling 
approximately a half circle with lengths of about 2.35 meters and 1.9 meters.
The train on the track was driven by a an applied voltage to the track from a voltage regulator 
that could have its value manually adjusted to increase or decrease the speed of the train. The 
train ran at a default speed of 46 centimeters a second when a voltage of 9.1 V was applied to 
the track.

Figure 4.3: The presence sensors being located slightly above the floor and the banners used 
for presence detection.

Figure 4.4: Train and track used for the dynamic positioning test.
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5 

Results

The results from the general positioning tests as well as those from the parking test with given
methods will be viewed here and a summary for each test presented along with a combined 
summary for all parking tests conducted.

5.1  General positioning performance tests

A couple of test were performed to determine the general performance characteristics of the 
different technologies. The data was analyzed in different approaches depending on the test 
but can be said to include a plot to visualize the distance error, the mean distance error as well
as the standard deviation of distance error over time. Further analysis constitute of plotting the
distribution of distance error in a histogram and as a curve that represent the percentage of 
samples for a given distance error.
The testing performance from these tests would make up the decision for which UWB 
technique that should be considered for the parking test when evaluating positioning 
performance in relation to power consumption.

Notice in the performance data that the distance error is referred to as the distance offset and 
should not be interpreted as a manually adjusted correction.

5.1.1  Distance range test

The distance range test was performed by placing a tag at a predefined distance of 5 meter and
10 meter from the sensepoint and evaluating the error to determine how precise the range can 
be estimated using UWB.

Both the 5 meter and 10 meter test boasts an impressive mean distance range detection of 
499.25 centimeters and 1004.5 centimeters respectively, while having 12 centimeters and 10 
centimeters distance range error when accounting for 75 % of the samples for both tests 
according to Table 5.1. 
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show a 5 meter distance range test with UWB – ToF:

Figure 5.1: Range values and mean range values for sample values of 5 meter.

Figure 5.2: Distribution of samples in histogram and as percentage of tag positions 
within range interval for 5 meter.
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a 10 meter distance range test with UWB – ToF:

Figure 5.3:  Range values and mean range values for sample values of 10 meter.

Figure 5.4:  Distribution of samples in histogram and as percentage of tag positions 
within range interval for 10 meter.
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Summation of performance for distance range detection test

Table 5.1: Summary of performance from distance range tests.

Distance range detection tests UWB – ToF (5 m) UWB – ToF (10 m)

Mean distance range  499.25 cm  1004.5 cm

Distance range offset value where all 
distance range values are within 50 % 
of actual distance range (approximately)

 8 cm  5 cm

Distance range offset value where all 
distance range values are within 75 % 
of actual distance range (approximately)

12 cm 10 cm

Distance range offset value where all 
distance range values are within 100 % 
of actual distance range (approximately)

 40 cm  51 cm

5.1.2  Static positioning test

The static positioning test was done by placing the tag on a static position and calculating the 
mean distance error and the standard deviation of the distance error with regards to the 
calculated position and the fixed position. 

The static performance with BLE sees an average positioning error of 3 meters while 
experiencing a distance error of 5 meters and more for approximately 90 % of the samples as 
represented by the moderate steep in its distribution curve according to Figure 5.7. The 
positioning variation with BLE with regards to its error rate shows a relative high precision in 
positioning despite being significantly higher than in the UWB cases.

The static positioning with UWB shows a high accuracy and precision as exhibiting 
performance of 29 centimeters and 17 centimeters in distance error for TDoA and ToF, 
respectively, according to Table 5.2. Both technologies show an approximate 13 cm in 
standard deviation proving that TDoA to be slightly more precise in its positioning compared 
to ToF with respect to their positioning accuracy.

It can be observed that BLE/Tristep is not sufficient for high performance positioning as it 
exhibits 3 meter on average in distance error for all samples while experiencing above 6 
meters in error for the worst cases as seen in Table 5.2.
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Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show a static positioning test with BLE – Tristep:

Figure 5.5:  Static positioning test positions with BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.6:  Distance error values and mean values for static positioning test with 
BLE/Tristep.
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Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show a static positioning test with UWB – TDoA:

Figure 5.7:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance error
for static positioning test with BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.8:  Static positioning test positions with UWB/TDoA.
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Figure 5.9:  Distance error values and mean values for static positioning test with UWB/
TDoA.

Figure 5.10:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for static positioning test with UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show a static positioning test with UWB – ToF:

Figure 5.11:  Static positioning test positions with UWB/ToF.

Figure 5.12:  Distance error values and mean values for static positioning test with UWB/
ToF.
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Summation of performance for static positioning test

Table 5.2: Summary of performance for the static positioning test.

Static positioning tests BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA UWB - ToF

Mean distance error  303.4 cm  28.56 cm  16.94 cm

Standard deviation of 
distance error

132.26 12.98 13.05

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 50 % of 
static position 
(approximately)

 290 cm  27 cm  14 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 75 % of 
static position 
(approximately)

400 cm 36 cm 20 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 100 % of
static position 
(approximately)

 680 cm  68 cm  90 cm

                            

Figure 5.13:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for static positioning test with UWB/ToF.
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5.1.3  Dynamic positioning test

To establish a dynamic positioning test a train track was used which comprised 10.4 meters in 
length while having both straight and curvy sections. Supplying the track with 9.1 V caused 
the train to achieve a speed of 46 centimeters a second which seemed to mimic a regular 
speed for an indoor vehicle.

Both UWB positioning techniques displayed very steady positioning of being less than 22 
centimeters and 20 centimeters from the track on average for TDoA and ToF, respectively, 
according to Table 5.3 while having a standard deviation for all samples below 15 cm for both
techniques. As can be seen from the distribution section for each UWB technique according to
Figures 5.19 and 5.22, both curves are steep and linear for up to about 95 % of all samples 
which marks stable positioning precision and accuracy in general where 75 % of positions are 
within 32 centimeters and 28 centimeters from TDoA and ToF, respectively, as seen in Table 
5.3.

While the dynamic positioning with BLE resulted in an average mean distance error of 222 
centimeters according to Figure 5.15 being about 80 centimeters lower than that in the static 
positioning case, the results are misleading and error prone due to positions experiencing a 
characteristic positioning offset to the upper part of the train track as witnessed in Figure 5.14.
However, despite flawed results with the chosen method of estimating the distance error as 
the closest position to the track, dynamic positioning with BLE according to Figure 5.15 can 
be said to perform similar results in regards to positioning precision when compared to the 
static positioning case seen in Figure 5.6.

Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show a dynamic positioning test with BLE – Tristep:

Figure 5.14:  Dynamic positioning test positions with BLE/Tristep.
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Figure 5.15:  Distance error values, mean values and standard deviation of distance error
over time for dynamic positioning test with BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.16:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for dynamic positioning test with BLE/Tristep.
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Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 show a dynamic positioning test with UWB – TDoA:

Figure 5.17:  Dynamic positioning test positions with UWB/TDoA.

Figure 5.18:  Distance error values, mean values and standard deviation of distance error
over time for dynamic positioning test with UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show a dynamic positioning test with UWB – ToF:

Figure 5.19:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for dynamic positioning test with UWB/TDoA.

Figure 5.20:  Dynamic positioning test positions with UWB/ToF.
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Figure 5.21:  Distance error values, mean values and standard deviation of distance error
over time for dynamic positioning test with UWB/ToF.

Figure 5.22:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for dynamic positioning test with UWB/ToF.
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Summation of performance for dynamic positioning test

Table 5.3: Summary of performance for the dynamic positioning test.

Dynamic positioning tests BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA UWB - ToF

Mean distance error 222.08 cm 21.82 cm 19.82 cm

Standard deviation of 
distance error

111.26 14.88 13.71

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 50 % of 
minimum distance to train 
route (approximately)

210 cm 20 cm 18 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 75 % of 
minimum distance to train 
route (approximately)

290 cm 32 cm 28 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 100 % of
minimum distance to train 
route (approximately)

500 cm 66 cm 64 cm

5.1.4  Walking positioning test

A simple walking test was performed to evaluate the dynamic performance in a typical 
scenario which was performed by walking a linear path with a tag with a constant speed of 
0.27 meter/second.

The positioning of the walking test with BLE shows a relative high positioning performance 
compared to previous positioning tests where 50 % of all positions are within 59 centimeters 
from the walking route while displaying a maximum positioning error less than one meter 
according to Table 5.4. However the variation in positioning around the walking route is quite
large as viewed in Figure 5.23, thus resulting in a relative high positioning precision. A 
reverse moving pattern with BLE can also be witnessed in Figure 5.23 at the beginning of the 
track with deludes the positioning results to some extent.                                                            

It can generally be said for both UWB techniques that the positioning performance in this test 
shows a low average positioning distance error of less 25 centimeters for both UWD 
techniques with UWB/ToF performing slightly better than UWB/TDoA as seen in Table 5.3.

The positioning accuracy performance with BLE is on average about half that when compared
to UWB/TDoA which can be seen as a large improvement for BLE relative to its positioning 
performance seen for in the static and dynamic positioning cases.
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Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show a walking positioning test with BLE – Tristep:

Figure 5.23:  Walking positioning test positions with BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.24:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for walking positioning test with BLE/Tristep.
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Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show a walking positioning test with UWB – TDoA:

Figure 5.25:  Walking positioning test positions with UWB/TDoA.

Figure 5.26:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for walking positioning test with UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show a walking positioning test with UWB – ToF:

Figure 5.27:  Walking positioning test positions with UWB/ToF.

Figure 5.28:  Distribution of samples and percentage of tag positions within distance 
error for walking positioning test with UWB/ToF.
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Summation of performance for walking test

Table 5.4: Summary of performance for the walking positioning test.

Walking positioning tests BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA UWB - ToF

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 50 % of 
minimum distance to walking
path (approximately)

59 cm 23 cm 18 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 75 % of 
minimum distance to walking
path (approximately)

75 cm 40 cm 28 cm

Distance error where all tag 
positions are within 100 % of
minimum distance to walking
path (approximately)

97 cm 56 cm 42 cm

5.2  Presence sensor detection test

Two tests were done in order to determine vital performance characteristics of the presence 
sensor including a distance test to evaluate detection distance as well as an angle detection test
to estimate the angle of detection for left and right angle of incidence. 

5.2.1  Distance detection test

The presence sensor distance test was done to evaluate the error in the distance measurement 
using a red wavelength laser pointer.
The detection distance for the presence sensor as well as the error range for a given range 
value are given according to Table 5.5.
The increasing precision in distance measurement given by the percentage error rate can 
clearly be witnessed with increase in measured distance as it decreased due to the distance 
error slightly increasing for higher distance measurements. 

Using the specified measurement precision according to its data sheet specifications would 
yield 1.3 cm error at 1 meter, 1.6 cm error at 2 meters and 2.2 cm error at 4 meters which did 
not seem to agree with the measured precision below.
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Table 5.5: Summary of performance for the presence detection test.

Real distance Measured distance Distance error Percentage error

0.5 m  451  mm 49 mm  9.8 %

1 m  935 mm 65 mm  6.5 %

2 m 1955 mm 45 mm 2.25 %

3 m 2911 mm 89 mm  2.97 %

3.5 m 3402 mm 98 mm 2.8 %

4 m 3902 mm 98 mm 2.45 %

5.2.2  Angle detection test

The angle detection for both right and left angle of incidence was estimated by moving a few 
centimeters every other second towards the ultrasound sensor approaching from the right and 
left side from it relative to its normal pointing forward.
The test was done by holding a large banner that acted as the object for detection. The 
coordinates of the closest point of the object with regards to the presence sensor was used as 
reference coordinates in order to determine the angle of incidence relative to the presence 
sensor.
A presence approaching from the left angle of incidence was detected at coordinates 399 and 
616 while a presence from the right angle of incidence was detected at coordinates 410 and 
863 with the presence sensor being located at coordinates 603 and 744. The detection angles 
are given according to Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Detection angles from left and right angle of incidence.

Side of incidence Detection angle

Left angle of incidence  32.11º

Right angle of incidence  31.66º

5.3  Parking performance test - BLE/Tristep Vs. UWB/TDoA 

Taking into account the relative small precision in positioning between UWB TDoA and ToF 
while acknowleding the substantial higher power consumption to calculate a position with 
ToF due to its requirement of higher sampling rate, UWB TDoA seemed like a more 
appropriate choice due to power features being a priority for a mobile tag. This technology 
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would compare with the significantly less accurate positioning of BLE with its power 
consumption as its main feature.

The different walking distances in the parking zone were measured using a laser with red 
wavelength.

5.3.1  Parking 50 centimeters away from the end of parking 
zone

Placing the bus tag at the closest distance to the presence sensor in the test suite would 
provide the highest probability of parking a tag due to the distance between tag and presence 
sensor being minimized. 

BLE was able to park the tag in all cases while being closest to correct parking sensor in half 
of the tests and inside correct parking zone in a quarter of the cases according to Table 5.7. It 
showed a high distance margin for all cases except in the 50 centimeter case and was on 
average less than half a meter from the parking zone.

Parking with UWB provided an error free performance for the first three metrics while having
a distance margin to allow parking of over 3.9 meters for all threshold limits while being only 
23 centimeters off from its real position on average as witnessed in Table 5.7.
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Figures 5.29 and 5.30 with threshold parking distance of 4.5 m:

Figure 5.29: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.30: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.31 and 5.32 with threshold parking distance of 5 m:

Figure 5.31: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.32: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using UWB/
TDoA.
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Figures 5.33 and 5.34 with threshold parking distance of 6 m:

Figure 5.33: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.34: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using UWB/
TDoA.
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Figures 5.35 and 5.36 with threshold parking distance of 8 m:

Figure 5.35: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.36: Parking test with 50 centimeter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using UWB/
TDoA.
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Summation of performance for bus parked 50 centimeters away from the end of 
parking zone

Table 5.7: Summary of performance comparison between BLE/Tristep and UWB/TDoA when 
parking 50 centimeters away from the end of parking zone for position when snapped to 
parking space or position when status "Occupied" triggered for failed parking.

Parked 50 centimeters away 
from the end of parking zone

BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA

Occurance of being parked 100 % 100 %

Occurance of being in correct 
parking zone

25 % 100 %

Occurance of being closest to 
correct parking sensor (nr. 2)

50 % 100 %

Average distance to parking 
zone sensor

172.55 cm 61.77 cm

Distance margin to allow 
parking for given threshold limit
(4.5 m, 5 m, 6 m, 8 m)

4.5 m threshold: 77.32 cm          
5 m threshold: 403.23 cm           
6 m threshold: 502.05 cm           
8 m threshold: 677.2 cm

4.5 m threshold: 390.77 cm        
5 m threshold: 433.88 cm           
6 m threshold: 541.92 cm           
8 m threshold: 736.36 cm

Average distance to real position 155.65 cm 23.1 cm

Average distance to correct 
parking zone

42 cm 0 cm 

5.3.2  Parking 2 meters away from the end of parking zone

The tag was parked in the middle of the parking zone for the second distance scenario. 

BLE provided slightly worse parking performance compared to prior distance as it failed to 
get parked on one occasion for the minimum threshold limit according to Figure 5.37 while 
only being in correct parking zone or closest to correct parking sensor in one out of four 
attempts for both metrics as seen in Table 5.8. Despite achieving a significantly higher 
distance error to real position and to correct parking zone than for previous test, the result is 
overshadowed by the second and third run, thus showing inconsistency in positioning patterns
when using BLE.
Parking with UWB showed a full success rate in the first three metrics as viewed in Table 5.8 
while displaying a stable parking with a minimum distance margin of about 2.5 meters across 
distance runs with high accuracy being positioned 22 centimeters to real position on average. 
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Figures 5.37 and 5.38 with threshold parking distance of 4.5 m:

Figure 5.37: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.38: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.39 and 5.40 with threshold parking distance of 5 m:

Figure 5.39: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.40: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.41 and 5.42 with threshold parking distance of 6 m:

Figure 5.41: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.42: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.43 and 5.44 with threshold parking distance of 8 m:

Figure 5.43: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.44: Parking test with 2 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Summation of performance for bus parked 2 meters away from the end of 
parking zone

Table 5.8: Summary of performance comparison between BLE/Tristep and UWB/TDoA when 
parking 2 meter away from the end of parking zone for position when snapped to parking 
space or position when status "Occupied" triggered for failed parking.

Parked 2 meters away from the 
end of parking zone

BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA

Occurance of being parked 75 % 100 %

Occurance of being in correct 
parking zone

25 % 100 %

Occurance of being closest to 
correct parking sensor (nr. 2)

25 % 100 %

Average distance to parking 
zone sensor

378.4 cm 193.64 cm

Distance margin to allow 
parking for given threshold limit
(4.5 m, 5 m, 6 m, 8 m)

4.5 m threshold: - 97.11 cm        
5 m threshold: 277.82 cm           
6 m threshold: 271.46 cm           
8 m threshold: 384.23 cm

4.5 m threshold: 255.75 cm        
5 m threshold: 283.89 cm           
6 m threshold: 411 cm                
8 m threshold: 624.82 cm

Average distance to real position 264.38 cm 22.08 cm

Average distance to correct 
parking zone

173.25 cm 0 cm 

5.3.3  Parking 3.5 meters away from the end of parking zone

Displaying similar parking characteristics as in previous distance parking cases, the bus tag 
with BLE positioning got parked in all test runs while only being successful in one of four 
attempts each of being in correct parking zone and being closest to correct parking sensor 
according to Table 5.9. The distance errors with respect to real position and correct parking 
zone land on an average of 210 cm and 140 cm respectively being in line with previous 
parking test distances.

UWB showed once again a flawless parking performance having a minimum parking distance
marginal of one meter with a 24 centimeters distance error on average from real position as 
seen in Table 5.9 with the distance error being roughly equal to previous test cases.
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Figures 5.45 and 5.46 with threshold parking distance of 4.5 m:

Figure 5.45: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.46: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.47 and 5.48 with threshold parking distance of 5 m:

Figure 5.47: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.48: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.49 and 5.50 with threshold parking distance of 6 m:

Figure 5.49: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.50: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.51 and 5.52 with threshold parking distance of 8 m:

Figure 5.51: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.52: Parking test with 3.5 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Summation of performance for bus parked 3.5 meters away from the end of 
parking zone

Table 5.9: Summary of performance comparison between BLE/Tristep and UWB/TDoA when 
parking 3.5 meter away from the end of parking zone for position when snapped to parking 
space or position when status "Occupied" triggered for failed parking.

Parked 3.5 meters away from 
the end of parking zone

BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA

Occurance of being parked 100 % 100 %

Occurance of being in correct 
parking zone

25 % 100 %

Occurance of being closest to 
correct parking sensor (nr. 2)

25 % 100 %

Average distance to parking 
zone sensor

363.64 cm 337.84 cm

Distance margin to allow 
parking for given threshold limit
(4.5 m, 5 m, 6 m, 8 m)

4.5 m threshold: 134.43 cm        
5 m threshold: 55.22 cm             
6 m threshold: 277.41 cm           
8 m threshold: 428.38 cm

4.5 m threshold: 102.98 cm        
5 m threshold: 159.99 cm           
6 m threshold: 270.74 cm           
8 m threshold: 464.93 cm

Average distance to real position 210.31 cm 24.64 cm

Average distance to correct 
parking zone

139.75 cm 0 cm 

5.3.4  Parking 4 meters away from the end of parking zone

When parking on the edge of the parking zone, parking with BLE experienced the same rate 
of incidence in three of four test runs for getting parked as being closest to correct parking 
zone while failing to be inside the parking zone at any test run according to Table 5.10. A 
relative high accuracy to previous run was noted as it was on average one meter from its real 
position and 76 centimeters away from the parking zone while experiencing the same 
irregular positioning patterns similar to previous distance tests.

Parking with UWB provided a full test score in the first three metrics in the final distance test,
even in the case of being positioned in correct parking zone as its distance error was offset 
towards the parking sensor rather than away from it so that it was parked inside the parking 
space for all test runs. Achieving a minimum parking distance margin of approximately half a 
meter indicates that the parking distance is a suitable choice for UWB as the average distance 
error to real position was less than that being 42 centimeters as seen in Table 5.10.
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Figures 5.53 and 5.54 with threshold parking distance of 4.5 m:

Figure 5.53: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.54: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 4.5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.55 and 5.56 with threshold parking distance of 5 m:

Figure 5.55: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.56: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 5 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.57 and 5.58 with threshold parking distance of 6 m:

Figure 5.57: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.58: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 6 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Figures 5.59 and 5.60 with threshold parking distance of 8 m:

Figure 5.59: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
BLE/Tristep.

Figure 5.60: Parking test with 4 meter distance and 8 meter threshold limit using 
UWB/TDoA.
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Summation of performance for bus parked 4 meters away from the end of 
parking zone

Table 5.10: Summary of performance comparison between BLE/Tristep and UWB/TDoA 
when parking 4 meter away from the end of parking zone for position when snapped to 
parking space or position when status "Occupied" triggered for failed parking.

Parked 4 meters away from the 
end of parking zone

BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA

Occurance of being parked 75 % 100 %

Occurance of being in correct 
parking zone

0 % 100 %

Occurance of being closest to 
correct parking sensor (nr. 2)

75 % 100 %

Average distance to parking 
zone sensor

466.05 cm 375.75 cm

Distance margin to allow 
parking for given threshold limit
(4.5 m, 5 m, 6 m, 8 m)

4.5 m threshold: - 47.28 cm        
5 m threshold: 21.29 cm             
6 m threshold: 139.95 cm           
8 m threshold: 371.86 cm

4.5 m threshold: 56.27 cm          
5 m threshold: 134.95 cm           
6 m threshold: 236.8 cm             
8 m threshold: 419 cm

Average distance to real position 104.23 cm 41.52 cm

Average distance to correct 
parking zone

76.23 cm 0 cm 

5.3.5  Summation of performance for all parking tests

Evaluating the combined results of the four parking testcases, some conclusions can be stated.
It can be seen that BLE is not able to park throughout all the threshold limit scenarios as it is 
only able to achieve being parking half of the times with a threshold of 4.5 meters while 
having a full success rate for the rest of the threshold limits as viewed in Table 5.11. 
Regarding the distance margin, the three highest threshold limits show a rather large margin 
of 1.9 meters and greater which would achieve reliable parking stability.

BLE performs significantly worse regarding the second and third metric as it achieves a 
maximum success rate of only 25 % of being in the correct parking zone while exhibiting 
uneven probability with a chance of less than 50 % on average of being closest to correct 
parking sensor among the distance tests according to Table 5.11.
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Parking with BLE displays a wide variation among the performance metrics as the standard 
deviation difference in one metric can differ up to four times between the maximum and 
minimum standard deviation value. This is the case for standard deviation of distance to 
parking sensor and distance to correct parking zone being 26 cm in contrast to 119 cm and 38 
cm up to 165 cm, respectively.

Parking with UWB showed a 100 % success record as it was able to go through all the test 
runs without failing in any of the first three performance metrics as viewed in Table 5.11. 
Displaying a safe margin of two meter as the minimum distance margin clearly indicates that 
UWB provides positioning without any risk of not getting parked for all threshold limits.

Despite this, parking with UWB showed quite a large variation of overall distance error to 
real position with tag placed at the edge of the parking zone compared to the other distance 
tests being 41 centimeters off at four meter distance with an average distance error or 28 
centimeters for all test runs despite showing a similar performance in precision given by its 
variation among distance scenarios as seen in Table 5.11. 
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Table 5.11: Summary of performance comparison between BLE/Tristep and UWB/TDoA 
combining all parking tests for position when snapped to parking space or position when 
status "Occupied" triggered for failed parking.

All parking tests BLE - Tristep UWB - TDoA

Occurance of being parked 4.5 m threshold: 50 %                
5 m threshold: 100 %                
6 m threshold: 100 %                
8 m threshold: 100 %              
All combined: 87.5 %       

4.5 m threshold: 100 %             
5 m threshold: 100 %                
6 m threshold: 100 %                
8 m threshold: 100 %              
All combined: 100 %

Occurance of being in correct 
parking zone

50 cm distance: 25 %                 
2 m distance: 25 %                     
3.5 m distance: 25 %                  
4 m distance: 0 %                      
All combined: 18.75 %

50 cm distance: 100 %               
2 m distance: 100 %                   
3.5 m distance: 100 %                
4 m distance: 100 %                   
All combined: 100 %

Occurance of being closest to 
correct parking sensor (nr. 2)

50 cm distance: 50 %                 
2 m distance: 25 %                     
3.5 m distance: 25 %                  
4 m distance: 75 %                     
All combined: 43.75 %

50 cm distance: 100 %               
2 m distance: 100 %                   
3.5 m distance: 100 %                
4 m distance: 100 %                   
All combined: 100 %

Average distance to parking 
zone sensor

50 cm distance: 172.55 cm        
2 m distance: 378.4 cm               
3.5 m distance: 363.64 cm          
4 m distance: 466.05 cm 

50 cm distance: 61.77 cm          
2 m distance: 193.64 cm             
3.5 m distance: 337.84 cm          
4 m distance: 375.75 cm 

Standard deviation of distance 
to parking sensor 

50 cm distance: 116.01               
2 m distance: 119.11                   
3.5 m distance: 51.57                  
4 m distance: 25.54 

50 cm distance: 3.26                  
2 m distance: 14.73                     
3.5 m distance: 6.52                   
4 m distance: 12.48 

Average distance margin to 
allow parking for given 
threshold limit (4.5 m, 5 m, 6 m,
8 m)

4.5 m threshold: 16.84 cm          
5 m threshold: 189.39 cm           
6 m threshold: 297.72 cm           
8 m threshold: 465.42 cm

4.5 m threshold: 201.44 cm        
5 m threshold: 253.18 cm           
6 m threshold: 365.12 cm           
8 m threshold: 561.28 cm

Average distance to real position 50 cm distance: 155.65 cm         
2 m distance: 264.38 cm             
3.5 m distance: 210.31 cm          
4 m distance: 104.23 cm             
All combined: 183.64 cm

50 cm distance: 23.1 cm             
2 m distance: 22.08 cm               
3.5 m distance: 24.64 cm            
4 m distance: 41.52 cm               
All combined: 27.84 cm

Standard deviation of distance 
to real position

50 cm distance: 108.94               
2 m distance: 173.94                   
3.5 m distance: 112.2                  
4 m distance: 59.67                     
All combined: 134.71

50 cm distance: 6.48                   
2 m distance: 8.63                       
3.5 m distance: 3.14                    
4 m distance: 7.34                       
All combined: 10.41
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Average distance to correct 
parking zone

50 cm distance: 42 cm                
2 m distance: 173.25 cm             
3.5 m distance: 139.75 cm          
4 m distance: 76.23 cm           
All combined: 107.81 cm

50 cm distance: 0 cm                  
2 m distance: 0 cm                     
3.5 m distance: 0 cm                   
4 m distance: 0 cm                  
All combined: 0 cm

Standard deviation of distance 
to correct parking zone

50 cm distance: 41.43                 
2 m distance: 164.91                   
3.5 m distance: 96.57                  
4 m distance: 37.96                     
All combined: 111.86

50 cm distance: 0                       
2 m distance: 0                         
3.5 m distance: 0                        
4 m distance: 0                        
All combined: 0
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6 

Discussion

6.1  Positioning and parking method evaluation

An evaluation regarding methods from the general positioning tests as well as that in the 
parking test will be discussed below.

6.1.1  General positioning test methods evaluation

While the method for the static and walking positioning test provided reliable results in the 
case for BLE/Tristep, the method implemented for the dynamic case proved to be too strict for
a less positioning accurate technology while providing more reliable results as the positioning 
performance increases.

It could be said that the alternative method for the dynamic test elaborated on in the method 
section would seem as the accurate choice to determine the dynamic positioning performance 
for all cases but especially with BLE/Tristep where this method of choice falls as it gives 
inconclusive results in that case except acknowledging the fact that it wasn’t precise enough 
in measurement regard. This could be partly contributed to the fact that the test course was too
small for meaningful measurements with BLE/Tristep considering its positioning performance
characteristics.

The methods chosen for the static and walking positioning case however proved to be 
working where the path was spaced apart enough not for tag positions to intercept the parallel 
paths in the walking test scenario while for the static case it was regarded as a faultless way of
performance measurement in positioning.

6.1.2  Parking test method evaluation

The main parking method on choice based on allowing parking for bus tag within defined 
threshold limit proved to be a successful way or parking a tag as it sees a high probability of 
parking but comes with inevitably precautions of potentially parking wrong buses which for 
an instant were closer than the designated bus tag.

An alternative method using a technology and positioning technique with sufficiently high 
accuracy could allow the parking to be based on being inside the respective parking zone 
which would remove the risk for a vehicle tag of being parked in an incorrect parking space 
and thus proved to be an important parameter in performance evaluation. 
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Another approach could be based on being closest to correct parking sensor for respective 
parking zone which would remove any unwanted nearby active bus in almost all scenarios but
having the disadvantage of relying on high positioning performance depending on how close 
the parking sensor are to each other which increased parking difficulty for smaller distance 
margins between the sensors.

The alternative parking methods of either allowing a vehicle tag to park given that it resided 
inside the parking zone or the approach based on the tag being parked if positioned closest to 
correct parking sensor for given parking space presented themselves of being viable options 
depending on technology of implementation.

Both these methods would be considered as alternatives when using UWB/TDoA but proved 
faulty in cases for technology with insufficient positioning performance as seen for 
BLE/Tristep.

It can generally be said that BLE displays a great variation in its parking positioning and 
should require a more restrictive parking method of choice as it does not meet the 
requirements of more performance demanding alternatives.

Only one parking zone were considered for evaluating parking of a vehicle objects and tests 
involving multiple objects parking simultaneous were not considered in the test suite due to 
requiring two or more persons to perform. The multiple simultaneous parking scenario could 
possible contribute to a significant increase in parking errors as the detection of an object by 
the presence sensor could differ up to a second between the fastest and slowest detection for 
an identical distance and object. This would have the 

The choice of dimensions for the parking zones were restricted to the available testarea space 
being 4 meters in length and 1.5 meters in width. Increasing the dimensions of the parking 
space would result in increased probability of being parked with the parking method of only 
allowing parking for a tag positioned within the parking zone. However, there would always 
be a limit to the size of the parking zone depending on the type of vehicle and the space 
available for the specific project.

6.2  Positioning and parking performance

Positioning and parking performance aspects will be discussed in the following section.

6.2.1  General positioning test performance evaluation

Both UWB techniques display an average distance error of less than 30 centimeters while also
exhibiting a standard deviation of less than half of the mean distance error with worst 
scenarios that is generally less than 60 centimeters off the mark.      
           
In the static case, BLE/Tristep generally displays a positioning precision that is about one 
tenth for that of UWB/TDoA and is even less accurate than that when compared to UWB/ToF.
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Despite UTB/ToF having on average higher positioning precision than UWB/TDoA, it 
experiences a larger number of cases of high positioning errors as compared to UWB/TDoA 
with its slightly higher standard deviation despite its generally higher positioning precision.    

Both UWB techniques are demonstrating a high accuracy in positioning considering the tag is
moving at a constant speed, only differing just slightly between each other with UWB/ToF 
displaying a small advantage. The dynamic positioning performance is on average valid for 
both UWB techniques since they are generally positioned close to the track so that the 
distance error is measured correctly to the closest part of the track.      

The same cannot be said when evaluating dynamic positioning performance with BLE/Tristep
since it is generally positioned above the track which causes all positions to compare to the 
closest position which is on the upper part of the track. This made the test as it was designed 
to be fatally error prone in the case for BLE/Tristep. 

The positioning performance evaluation in the dynamic test proved to be error prone in the 
case for BLE/Tristep as its positioning was marked with an characteristic offset above the 
track which caused the results to be flawed and non representative of its actual positioning 
performance in a dynamic scenario. The misleading results with BLE could also be advocated
by a generally short track relative to its positioning accuracy characteristics.

6.2.2  Parking test performance evaluation

The general positioning in the parking tests for BLE outperformed the positioning in the static
test with regards to distance error to real position. The positioning follows what was examined
in the walking positioning test. However, the technique exhibited rather unreliable positioning
patterns with an overall large spread in positioning precision around the real location.

This possible large distance error to real position could easily result in tag being positioned 
outside of parking space instead of residing inside for the 4 meter case. It would make it a 
significant risk of not getting parked if parking would only be allowed for tag inside parking 
zone thus in practice making it unfeasible to put a tag at the edge of the parking zone.
One of the critical problems/dilemmas when evaluating suitable parking methods using BLE 
is concerning its large variation and its unreliable moving patterns. This in contrast to its 
relatively large positioning error in general makes it a harder technology to evaluate and needs
more restrictions to implement. 

UWB with TDoA proved itself fully capable of parking for all threshold limits regardless of 
tag position in parking zone as it did not miss out on any parking test run. Showing an average
positioning error to real position of 41 centimeters for the 4 meter test mean that it still should
have a margin for parking at the start edge of the parking zone with a 4.5 meter threshold limit
in the worst case scenario positioning on average.

Depending on the dwell time chosen, a higher dwell time would decrease the chance of 
incorrectly parking a nearby vehicle object due some temporary presence residing in the 
parking space while at the same time contributing to delaying the parking of a correct vehicle 
object. The balance between a lower and a higher dwell time can be seen as a matter of 
prioritization where in one case a small dwell time can be implemented due to the assumed 
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minimal risk of faulty presence detection while on the other hand having a higher dwell time 
in cases with increased risk of incorrect detection.

Due to space limitation with given parking space dimensions, two of the presence sensors had
to be placed with an offset of 25 centimeters relative to their respective parking zone middle 
point. However, this was not considered as something that would impact the parking results in
any significant way with exception of the distance calculation between presence sensor and 
vehicle object which would see a maximum relative error of 25 centimeters. 
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7 

Conclusion

As BLE with Tristep generally saw a high success rate using the main approach of parking the
tag based on threshold limit, it seemed to be the appropriate parking method of choice for this 
technology as a threshold limit of 6 meters or more provides a safe margin given the 
performance characteristics with BLE. However, given the variation in succeeding using the 
alternative parking methods and taking into account the overall low probability of being 
parked with these methods, it would seem as too unreliable to employ BLE with these 
approaches regardless of the chosen distance to park the tag within the parking space.
 
Parking with UWB using TDoA experienced very high accuracy and precision in its parking 
performance following in line with the results generated in the general positioning tests. 
Contributing to high distance margins to allow parking for all combinations of threshold 
limits and parking distances, this technology could be recommended for any given choice 
based on the main parking method given its small variation in positioning. The same could be 
said for utilizing it with alternative parking methods as it did not see any potential failed 
attempts to being closest to correct parking sensor or being inside correct parking zone in any 
test scenario. UWB with TDoA even managed to park inside the parking zone despite being 
positioned on the edge of the parking zone. However this would not be an ideal place to park 
the tag given this alternative method as it might as well had been offset outside the parking 
zone rather than being positioned inside of it.  

Given constraints such as cost and power consumption, if the threshold limit allows for a 
wider margin to park the tag, parking with BLE will generally provide the better choice of 
technology given its advantages in chip cost and relative power saving. If the choice of 
parking method would rely on higher restrictions for main method or any of the alternative 
methods, the only competitor would be that of UWB with TDoA due to the high requirements 
in positioning as it provides sufficient positioning performance to be able to park tags for any 
given scenario without the risk of failing the procedure.
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